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ABSTRACT
The application of finite element method (FEM) in the area of metal forming and 
material processing has been increasing rapidly during the recent years. The present 
study has been carried out on one of the unconventional metal forming processes called 
hydroforming of a multi-layered tube. The study involved both experimental and 
simulation work using FEA. Multi- layered tubes have extensive advantages in both 
domestic and industrial uses. The specimen tube consists of two different layers of 
materials. The outer tube material is brass and the inner tube material is copper. This 
project is mainly dedicated to the modelling, simulation and advanced study of one of 
the unconventional metal forming processes called hydroforming in which extremely 
high fluid pressure is used to deform the metal into desired shape. Various types of 
complex industrial products can be made by hydroforming. This process is suitable to 
produce seamless, lightweight, near net shaped industrial components. There are some 
complex products, which are easier to produce by hydroforming than by conventional 
technique.
In this research work the main forming load is hydrostatic pressure applied to the 
internal surface of the tube, together with an in-plane compressive load applied 
simultaneously. The blank is placed in a pre-shaped die block and due to the action of 
simultaneous internal pressure and axial load; it is formed into a complex desired shape. 
If the internal pressure is too high during the process without sufficient axial load it may 
cause the tube to burst, on the other hand too large axial load without applying sufficient 
internal pressure may cause wrinkling of the tube. For these reasons, a number of 
simulations of the hydroforming process have been carried out for different axial load 
and internal pressure combinations and optimum conditions have been established for 
the particular process. This simulated hydroforming of composite material tube and the 
formed product has been analysed on the basis of forming conditions and the simulated 
forming conditions have been verified by experiment. The simulations of hydroforming 
process for X or T branch have been carried by using the commercial finite element 
package ANSYS.
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C H A P T E R  ONE
Introduction
1.1 O bjective
The main purpose of this chapter is to review the forming and hydroforming process 
briefly. Firstly the process of the multi layer forming will be analysed using the finite 
element analysis process. To undergo this analysis the ANSYS 8.1 computer program 
will be used. The multi layer material will be analysed in ANSYS for a variety of 
different conditions. These conditions will include the wall thickness of the materials, 
different materials and different loading conditions. The results from this analysis were 
then brought to the workshop were they will be programmed into the hydro bulge 
forming machine and tested as to whether the two sets of results correspond. Through this 
analysis work it would be hoped that the multi layer material will deform correctly under 
the pressures applied to it during simulation and the hydro bulge forming process. It 
would be hoped that the multi layer material might turn out to be stronger than and not as 
vulnerable to the loading pressures as a single layer material might be. This could lead to 
the use of multi layer materials in industrial applications such as fluid transport and 
plumbing applications where single layer materials are being used today.
1.2 F orm ing  Process
The metal may be converted into a desired useful shape by a forming process; it may be 
either by a plastic deformation process or metal removal process. Hundreds of processes 
have been developed for specific metal working application in order to get the desired 
useful shape. Plastic deformation processes which are designed to reduce an ingot or 
billet to a standard product of simple shape such as sheet, plate, bar, rod etc are called 
primary mechanical forming processes. Forming process as that produce parts to final 
finished shape which could be called secondary mechanical working process, such as 
sheet metal forming, wire drawing, tube drawing. The deformation zone is concerned
with the distribution of stress, strain, particle velocity, and overall pressure required to 
perform the operation
1 3  H y dro fo rm ing  process
Hydroforming is one of the unconventional metal forming processes which is a widely 
used industrial process in order to form complex shapes Compared to other traditional 
manufacturing methods (such as stamping), hydroforming offers better part quality 
(tighter tolerances, increased ngidity) with lower manufactunng costs resulting from a 
reduced number of forming and assembly operations . Moreover, with the advent of new 
technological capabilities, particularly more complex and improved control systems, 
hydroforming has become a flexible, reliable, and hence an attractive technology. Today 
bulge forming is widely used in making tubular parts o f different configurations used in 
automotive and aircraft industries, household appliances, and other applications. Typical 
parts that are produced in industries using the bulge forming process include T-branches, 
cross branches, stepped hollow shafts, rear axle casing o f cars, bicycle wheel hubs, metal 
bellows, nozzles etc. Figure 1.1 shows a typical schematic diagram of hydroforming 
process
Figure 1.1 : Typical Hydroforming process
2
Formed branch
Figure 1.2: Typical T-branch Hydroforming process
Formed branch
Figure 1.3: Typical X-branch Hydroforming
Figure 1.2 is descnbing hydroforming of T branch component where as figure 1.3 shows 
an X branch hydroforming process.
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In the hydroforming process the material is biaxially stretched by applying the internal 
pressure with the help of a hydraulic medium. In advanced hydro forming processes, axial 
load has been added with the internal pressure to improve formability of the process. 
There are different arrangements of die-fixture according to the shape of final forming 
product. In this process one T-section and an X-section of a tubular components have 
been presented in the above figures at the describe hydroforming process. During the 
forming action the tube a blank is placed between two die halves and tube ends are held 
by two plungers. The axial load is applied by the plungers as a punch. There are holes 
through both plungers and hydraulic fluid is pumped through these holes in order to build 
up the internal pressure inside the tube blank. The plungers are pushed inward to provide 
the compressive axial load. Both internal pressure and axial compressive loads are 
applied simultaneously which results a good forming deformation.
In the hydroforming process there are some modes of forming process defects may 
appear, if the axial feed is too high in comparison with internal pressure then there is 
chance of formation of wrinkle and buckling of the tubes. On the other hand if the 
internal pressure is too high compared to end axial load there would be excess thinning of 
the tube and resulting in bursting of the tube. Thus bursting, wrinkle and buckling are the 
main failure criteria for any tube hydro forming process. In order to apply the process 
successfully an optimum loading condition should be establish to avoid all the 
instabilities and failure criteria which will enable proper deformation of the product. The 
hydro forming process is a highly complicated processes to analyse, the theoretical 
analysis methods for plastic deformation of hydroforming have been limited 
understanding of the process. Numerical analysis and simulation have the potential to 
provide a much deeper understanding of the process and hence allow for better design of 
process equipment and end products.
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Multi-layer [50] composite technology is safer for sanitary and drinking water 
installations. The multi-layer structure offers essential advantages for radiator 
connections. The compensation of spring back forces makes the installation easy. An 
economical system which can be installed safely and quickly without soldering, welding 
or use o f adhesives. Absolute oxygen diffusion tightness and corrosion resistance ensure 
long term function. For radiator connections the heat expansion tendency of a pipe is very 
important. Particularly for this application where enormous stress occurs during 
continuous operation, the insignificant heat expansion has positive effects. Regarding 
industrial applications multi-layer tube is gas tight, flexible and durable making it ideal 
for compressed air supply lines. It is also resistant against aggressive water and many 
chemical substances and therefore, suitable for air conditioning and refrigeration systems. 
Other areas of application include food industry, supply lines, ship building, and 
aerospace industries. The possibilities are endless.
1.4 F in ite  E lem en t M ethods and  M eta l fo rm in g  process
The use of computer aided analysis and design of metal forming has increased 
considerably in recent years. FEM came of age in the early 1960’s with the replacement 
of analogue with digital computers and the development of first commercial finite 
element analysis code. At this early stage, the application was confined to the contained 
elastic -plastic deformation where the plastic strain is of the order of 0.1%. The extension 
to the large strain regime was achieved in the late 1970’s when limited nonlinear solvers 
were developed and made available. With the continuous development o f computers, at 
present world class implicit and explicit finite element codes and package are available 
which can be used in the most complicated engineering problems and metal forming 
process. Analysis of the hydroforming process using finite element codes and some 
empirical metal forming and plasticity theories have resulted in better understanding of 
the physical process. Finite element simulation o f most o f the metal forming process are 
quite complicated as the process are highly non-linear in nature due to their physical,
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geometrical, and friction which effects the process. Explicit finite element codes have 
much better capabilities to handle such kind of nonlinear behaviour exhibited by the 
metal forming process. Thus, simulation with explicit finite element analysis codes 
provides abetter understanding of the process and plastic deformation mechanism over 
implicit finite element analysis.
1.5 S um m ary  o f th is c h a p te r
This chapter introduces the hydroforming of multi layered materials. Application of 
hydro forming has been described briefly. Application of Finite element analysis in case 
of forming and hydro forming was also introduced.
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CHAPTER TWO 
Literature Review
2.1 In tro d u c tio n
The purpose of this chapter is to survey the previous work, similar or related to the topic 
done by various researchers on tube hydroforming process. There are many 
experimental, theoretical and simulation studies carried out by different researchers on 
different aspect of hydro forming process. However very few works have been done by 
double layered hydroforming process.
2.2 P rev ious studies
Research on forming and tube hydroforming process has been carrying out in history of 
metal forming for many years. In early 1939 Grey et al [1] established a tube 
hydroforming process in order to manufacture seamless metal T and X branches. The 
setup used allowed control of the internal hydraulic pressure and tube end axial load to 
avoid rupture of the blank. The process involves placing a tubular blank in between two 
die halves, which were then clamped together. A compressive load was then applied to 
provide an axial feed to the tube ends via plunger, which entered through the two die 
holes. The internal hydroforming was applied via liquid through a drilled hole in one of 
the plungers. This combination of axial feed and internal pressure pushed the tube wall 
into the die recess thus forming the component.
M. Koc et al. [2] applied the two dimensional (2D) FEA for the tube hydroforming 
process. They pointed out that the feasibility of forming a specific part can be predicted 
by analysing thinning, thickening, strain, and stress distribution on a deform tube.
Mac Donald and Hashmi [3] applied 3-D finite element simulation of bulge forming 
using a solid bulging medium. In their research the components are formed by 
restraining the blank in a die halves the desired shape and applying an internal hydro
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static pressure to the tube via a liquid and solid medium, a compressive axial load was 
applied to the ends of the tube in conjunction with the pressure load, then the material 
has been pushed into the deformation zone, thus preventing excessive thinning of the 
walls. FE-code LS-DYNA3D was used to simulate this process. Ahmed et al. [4] have 
analysed three-dimensional finite-element simulation o f bulge forming. In their work the 
tube blank was placed between two dies halves and the tube ends are held by two 
plungers the tips of which act as a punch. The hydraulic fluid is pumped through the 
holes in the plunger in order to apply pressure inside the tube. The plungers are pushed 
inwards to provide the axial compressive load. Due to the pressure and the axial load the 
branch starts forming. Simultaneous application of these loads helps to obtain large 
deformation in the process.
Hwang et al [5] carried out finite element analysis of tube hydroforming processes in a 
rectangular die. The thickness distributions of the formed products, clamping forces, and 
forming pressure were simulated. A comparison with hydraulic expansion and crushing 
process had been made. The thickness distributions of the formed products obtained by 
the crushing processes are uniform compared to the hydraulic expansions test. Zhang et. 
al [6] carried out theoretical analysis and experimental research into the integral hydro­
bulge forming of oblate shell”. The self-adjusting theory of plastic deformation of 
polyhedral shells was introduced; the feature of the stress distribution and plastic 
deformation of the oblate shells was discussed.
Zhng et al [7] presented a numerical simulation of the integral hydro-bulge forming of 
non-clearance double-layer spherical vessel. The paper shows that during hydro-bulge 
forming the inner shell is firstly deformed, then the outer shell begins deformation under 
the contact pressure from inner shell, the two layer shells contact gradually each other, at 
the end of the process the two layers are completely in contact and are deformed into 
spherical shapes. The final diameter and its variations, the development of contact 
situation and the thickness distribution were fully analysed.
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Enikeev et al. [8] explained an analysis of the super plastic forming of a thin circular 
diaphragm. They developed a new engineering model for the super plastic forming of 
domes, which allows predicting the thickness distribution of the domes. In spite of the 
simplicity of the model suggested, the theoretical predictions, experimental data and 
published data were in good agreement. Zhang and et-al. [9] established finite-element 
analysis of the integral hydro-bulge forming of double-layer gap spherical vessels. Their 
experimental results showed that the pressurization to only the internal shell can lead to 
the full deformation of the internal shell and the partial deformation of the external shell. 
Application of pressure to the interspaces is needed to ensure that the external shell 
reaches its final forming pressure, so a full deformation of the double layer gap spherical 
vessel is obtained. Ahmed and Hashmi [10] applied finite-element to analyse the bulge 
forming by applying pressure and in-plane compressive load. They studied the effect of 
combined pressure and in-plane compressive load on the sheet-plate by the finite- 
element method. The contact condition between the die and the sheet-plate is also taken 
into consideration in the analysis. Further, the analysis is undertaken also for the 
pressure-only loading case and the results are compared. The analysis shows that the 
bulge height obtained in the combined loading situation is much higher than that in the 
pressure-only loading situation.
Kreis et al. [11] worked on manufacturing system for the integrated hydro forming 
trimming and welding of sheet metal pairs. In their system the manufacturing process of 
complex hollow bodies made of sheet metal is to shorten the process path. They 
developed a special tool for hydroforming process that integrates the trimming device. 
Lee and et-al. [12] studied micro structural evolution during super plastic bulge forming 
of Ti-6A1-4V alloy. In their research they found that the grain growth rate of biaxially 
bulge formed samples was quite different from that of uniaxially deformed specimens 
and that the grain growth rate was independent of the strain rate imposed at a fixed 
temperature. They controlled the process successfully by incorporating biaxially 
deformed materials at different strain rate into the analytical model.
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Lee et al. [13] developed a model on the friction caused by lubrication and surface 
roughness in sheet metal forming. The friction model considering lubricant viscosity and 
surface roughness is developed for using in the finite element analysis of sheet metal 
forming processes. Comparison with current friction model, conventional friction model 
and experimental measurement has proved the validity and accuracy of the friction 
model. Kima et al. [14] pointed out finite element analysis for bursting failure prediction 
in bulge forming of a seamed tube. They proposed a method to predict the bursting 
pressure and fracture initiation in the bulge forming process.
Mac Donald and Hashmi [15] analyzed die behavior during bulge forming operation 
using the finite element method. The effect of using internal pressure alone and 
combined internal pressure and axial compressive load were investigated and it was 
found that the development of stress and the location of maximum stress was dependent 
on the type of loading used. Chunfeng et al. [16] worked on numerical simulation of the 
magnetic pressure in tube electromagnetic bulging. They carried out a numerical 
simulation of the magnetic pressure acting on the work piece during electromagnetic 
bulge forming by using FEA software AN SYS. Through measuring the magnetic 
induction intensity between the coil and the work piece the simulative result are proven 
to be accurate. Morsy et al. [17] established super plastic characteristics of Ti-alloy and 
Al-alloy sheets by multi-dome forming test. The multi-dome forming experiments were 
conducted under constant pressure at super plastic temperature of 800°C for Ti-alloy and 
of 530°C for Al-alloy. The forming by experiment was verified by simulating using the 
FEA software. The results were also compared with the tensile test. Experimental and 
analytical results were in good agreement.
Khraisheh et al. [18] established optimum forming paths for Pb-Sn super plastic sheet 
materials. Results of forming time, achieved amount of deformation, and thinning 
behavior are reported for different pressure profiles. The results show that forming 
profiles based on uniaxial models cannot successfully predict the actual forming 
behavior when the loading path is biaxial. In fact, the one-dimensional strain rate 
hardening relation, along with von Mises criterions predict failure at a much higher
1 0
strain (time) than the actual case. Ninomiya et al. [19] researched high strain rate super 
plastic bulge forming of SiC particle reinforced 2124 aluminum alloy composite. It was 
found that the super plastic formability of the composite with 25% volume fraction of 
SiC particles is better than that with 17% SiC, corresponding to the measured elongation 
in the tensile test. The limit bulge height of the sheet with the same SiC volume fraction 
is increased with increasing initial thickness. The higher forming gas pressures, namely 
the higher forming rate, lead to the uniform thickness distribution of the bulge part. The 
maximum thickness strain at the top of the bulge and the applied stress calculated from 
the forming gas pressure in bulge forming could be concerned with the elongation and 
the flow stress in the tensile test
Zuo et-al. [20] depicted multi-stage forging process using solid modeling of forging 
tools. They developed CAD/CAE integration system to simulate the industrial multi­
stage metal flow process. Lin et-al. [21] explained finite element analysis of elasto- 
plastic contact problem in metal forming process. Contact is one of the most significance 
aspects to simulation of solid model in metal forming and material processing where 
there is metal flow exist. Hutchinson et-al. [22] experimentally established a formability 
zone for bulge forming during hydroforming technique. They experimentally explained 
the effect of plunger for different case and different products were analyzed for their 
bulge height and wall thickness.
Hashmi [23] presented an analysis for the prediction of wall thickness around the 
circumference of T-branches formed by hydro forming. In another presentation [24] 
depicted an analytical method to predict height and thickness distribution of both 
axisymmetric and asymmetric hydroforming components. The analysis was based on the 
geometry of the formed bulge. Later Hashmi and Crampton compared experimental 
result with this analytical method and found that the method generally overestimates the 
thickness of formed products.
Dohmann and Klass [25] explained axisymmetric bulging of tubes with sliding dies. The 
dies push the tube ends giving the axial compressive forming load without friction 
between the die and tube. Hydraulic pressure was used as the internal forming load. 
Imaninejad et al. [26] established loading path optimization of tube hydroforming 
process. Their purpose was to produce a pan with minimum thickness variation while
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keeping the maximum effective stress below the material ultimate stress during the 
forming process. They concluded that, in an optimized loading path, the majority of the 
axial feed needs to be provided after the tube material yields under the applied 
internal pressure.
Woo [27] presented a limited theoretical method for analysing tube bulging under axial 
compressive load and internal hydraulic pressure. Experimental results showed 
reasonable agreement with theoretical results. Kandil [28] reported experimental 
analysis whereby tubes of different material were bulge formed axisymmetrically under 
hydraulic pressure only. The experimental results were used to derive empirical 
relationships between pressure, stress and the geometry of the die and tube. Dohman and 
Hart [29, 30] presented a flexible die system for tube bulging of both axisymmetric and 
asymmetric products, the die system has adjustable segments which can expand, 
displace or reduce the tube blank. This process can control the quality of end products. 
Filho et al. [31] presented a theoretical analysis of bulge forming of a T-branch using an 
elastomer rod as the bulging medium. Equations were solved using the finite difference 
method to determine the axial compressive load required for the process. Tirosh et al. 
[32] described an upper bound analysis of axisymmetric bulging of tubes by combined 
internal pressure and axial compression, using this formulation they experimentally 
attempted to determine an optimum loading pattern to give maximum bulging strain 
without early failure by buckling or necking.
A lot of research has been carried out in attempting to determine the onset of instability 
in tubes. Mellor [33] presented an analytical solution to determine the strain at instability 
of thin walled tubes. In this analysis it was assumed that the circumferential to axial 
stress ratio remains constant and positive throughout the straining process. In a 
subsequent work Jones and Mellor [34] experimentally 'showed that the theoretical 
solution in [33] was in good agreement with experimental results. Felgar [35] analysed 
instability of pressure vessels subjected to internal pressure and tensile axial load. Both 
thin and thick walled pressure vessels were examined for constant circumferential and 
axial stress ratio. When compared with experimental results, it was found that the
1 2
theoretical prediction of instability pressure was accurate, but the prediction of 
instability strain were in gross disagreement with experimental results. Weil [36] 
theoretically analysed tensile instability of thin walled cylinders of finite length. The 
analytical results showed that burst pressures increase progressively as the length/ 
diameter ratio of the cylinders is reduced from infinity to lower values.
Sungtae et al [37] developed analytical models to determine the forming limits of a tube 
hydro forming process and demonstrated how the loading path and material parameters 
influence the forming results. Asnafi [38] developed analytical models to show the limits 
during the free forming and how different materials and process parameters influence 
the loading path and the forming results.
Manabe et al [39] simulated and studied the factors effecting wall thickness distribution 
of the hydro formed tube. The results were also validated experimentally. They 
demonstrated that axial loading and better lubrication condition would improve the 
thickness distribution. It was shown that the fracture location depends upon the process 
conditions and materials properties.
Rimkus et al [40] analytically established and designed the load parameter for a 
successful tube hydroforming process. In their work, it was assumed that the 
hydroforming pressure and axial force are functions of time. The methodologies were 
defined to derive the load paths for internal pressure and axial compressive load. [41] In 
very recently Ray and Mac Donald ascertained the optimal load path for tube 
hydroforming process using a fuzzy load control algorithm and finite element analysis. 
This process avoids the failure of the tube due to excessive induced strain during the 
forming process.
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2.3 Summary of the chapter
It is clear that a study of metal and sheet metal forming has been described from early 
twentieth century in this chapter. Application of finite element analysis in the field of 
metal forming has been presented. Previous and ongoing research hydro bulge forming 
has been depicted clearly. Small case of solid bulging and multi layered hydroforming 
has been presented as well.
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CHAPTER THREE
Theoretical Background ^
3.1 In tro d u c tio n
The purpose o f this chapter is to provide a basic theoretical out line o f the numerical 
methods used to solve the problems as described in later chapters. This chapter is not 
intended as a text on the finite element method, rather as a description o f how the 
method was utilised here, and hence the reader unfamiliar with the method is referred 
to the referenced the references section.
3.2 T h e  fin ite  e lem en t m eth o d
The basic steps in any finite element analysis are discretization, Determination of 
element behaviour, transformation of element behaviour to Global Axis, assembly of 
global element equation, application of boundary condition, solution for nodal 
unknown and calculation of element results.
D iscre tiza tio n
The problem domain is divided into a number o f regularly shaped sub domains called 
finite elements. Each element contained a number o f nodal points which have known 
co-ordinates relative to the global problem co-ordinate system. The shape o f the 
element is defined in terms of the coordinates o f these nodal points or interpolation or 
shape functions.
D e te rm in a tio n  o f E lem en t B e h a v io u r
An interpolation function is assumed for the variation of the unknown across each' 
element. For each element, coefficient matrices that describe the response 
characteristics of the element are determined. In the case o f stress analysis this matrix 
corresponds to the element stiffness matrix.
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T ra n s fo rm a tio n  o f  E lem en t B eh a v io u r to  G lo b a l Axis
The element stiffness matrices naturally lie parallel to the element local coordinate 
system. In order to solve the entire problem these matrices have to be transformed to 
align with the global coordinate system.
A ssem ble o f G lo b a l E le m e n t E q u a tio n s
The transformed stiffness matrix for each element is now combined in order to 
determine the stiffness matrix for the entire problem domain. This forms a matrix 
equation defining the behaviour o f the entire solution domain.
A p p lica tio n  o f B o u n d a ry  C o n d itio n s
In order for the problem to be solved some o f the nodal unknowns must be restrained 
and will not be arbitrary in value.
Solu tion  fo r  n o d a l u n k n o w n s
The primary nodal unknowns are determined by solving a set o f linear algebraic 
equations. In most problems the number o f equations to be solved is very large thus 
special solution techniques are employed. After solution the value o f the dependant 
variable is at each node is known.
E lem en t R esu ltan ts
Using the nodal values and interpolation functions secondary or derived quantities 
such as stress and strain are determined.
3.3 G e n e ra l th e o ry  o f a fin ite  e lem en t E q u ilib r iu m
There are numerous methods of solving the finite element solutions; among those the 
principle o f virtual displacement is one o f them. The principle states that for any 
compatible small virtual displacement due to infinitesimal external forces the internal 
virtual work on the body is equal to the external virtual work acting upon the body. 
The internal virtual work is equal to the actual stress going through the virtual strain. 
The actual force going through the virtual displacement gives the external work. -In
1 6
order to express the general finite element theory we consider the equilibrium of a 
three dimensional body which located in the fixed co-ordinate system X, Y, Z.
The body is subjected to externally applied body force f B (force per unit volume) and 
concentrated load F ‘ (where i. denotes the point o f load application), surface 
traction f s , resulting in virtual displacement U, virtual stress a  and virtual strain s , 
So the principle can be stated as
\{ s } T{a}dv= \{U}T{ f B}dv+ J { t/} { /s }dS + \{U}t F
V V S i
Where:
(i)
* =  ra 7 ,, 7,
{ g Y  ~\<j  <j  a  (7 cr ai  J L xr yy ~~ xy y- zx J
{U}T = U V W and U , V and W are displacements in global directions
{ f B}T= 1f x  fy fz  ] where superscript B indicates body
{ f SV  = if* f y  f~ ] where superscript S indicates surface
{ F l}T = [/V F ‘ F =' ] where superscript i indicates points
As the problem domain is approximated by an assembly o f finite elements which are 
interconnected at nodal points on the element boundaries, the displacements measured 
within each element are assumed to be a function of the displacements at the nodal 
points. Thus for element m,
u {m)( X J , Z )  = H {m)( X J , Z ) U  - (2)
Where H (m) is the displacement interpolation matrix or shape function for element m 
and U is a vector o f the three global displacement components Ui , V. and W. at all 
nodal points.
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Using this assumption, equilibrium equations that correspond to the nodal point 
displacements o f the assembly o f finite elements can be constructed from equation (1) 
and (2)
( m ) T
£  j s <m)Ta <m)d V <m) j U + Y , ¡U s<m)T f slm)d S lm> + Y iU iT F  ..(3)
m V( m)  m V( m)  m S ( m ) «
From the assumption on displacements in equation-(2) the corresponding element 
strains can be determined as:
£ im){ X J , Z )  = B (m)( X J , Z ) U  (4)
Where B {m) is the strain-displacement matrix for element m. The rows of B {m) are 
obtained by appropriately differentiating and combining rows of matrix H {m).
The stress within a finite element are related to the element strains and initial stresses 
by
c7{m) = D {m)s {m) + a i{m) (5)
Where D {m) is a matrix which relates stress to strain in element m and cr1{m) is the 
element initial stresses, D {m) is essentially a matrix which contains the materials 
behaviour o f the element and may be isotropic or anisotropic and may vary from 
element to element. Using equation(2), (4) and (5) we can rewrite equation- (3) as:
m V ( m )
U T ^  B md V {m) U = U T > — (6)
V ( m ) {  m S ( m )
£  \ + F
"i V ( m )
Where is the surface displacement interpolation matrix for element m, and is
obtained from the volume displacement interpolation matrix, H (rn) in equation (2) by
substituting the element surface coordinates. F is a vector o f the externally applied 
forces to the nodes o f the finite element assembly. It may be noted that in equation (6) 
the nodal point displacement vector, U is outside the summation sign as it is 
independent o f the element considered.
In order to obtain the equations for the unknown nodal point displacements 
from equation (6), the virtual displacement theorem is utilised by imposing unite 
virtual displacements in turn at all displacement components. This results in U T = I 
(where / is the identity matrix) and by denoting U  by U, the equilibrium equation of 
the element assemblage corresponding to the nodal point displacements is:
The load vector R = RB + Rs - R ( + Rc , where RB is the effect of element body 
forces:
And Rc = F (i.e. the concentrated forces)
Equation (7) is a statement of the static equilibrium of the finite element mesh. In 
equilibrium considerations, applied forces may vary with time, in which case the 
displacements may also vary with time. In such a case equation (7) is a statement of 
equilibrium for specific point in time. If in reality the loads are applied rapidly, inertia 
forces must be considered and dynamic problem must be solved. Using D ’ Alembert’s 
principle, die element inertia forces may be included as part o f the body forces. In 
such a case equation (9) becomes:
KU  = R (7)
The matrix K is the global stiffness matrix and is given by :
(8)
V ( m )
(9)
w V ( m )
Rs is the effect o f element surface forces and is given by:
(10)
m S (w )
R , is the effect of element initial stresses and is given by:
(11)
m  V ( n t )
RB = T ,  ¡ H (m}T[ f Bim)- p im)H (m)ü \ i V im) (12)
m V{m)
Where f B(m) no longer includes inertial forces, U  gives nodal point accelerations and 
p {m) is the mass density of element m. In this case the equilibrium equations are:
M U  + KU = R (13)
Where K is the global stiffness matrix, M is the global mass matrix and R and U is 
time dependant. The global mass matrix is given by:
\ p im)H ^ )TH im)d V w  (14)
m V ( m )
However , in a dynamic analysis some energy is dissipated during vibration, which in 
vibration analysis is usually taken account o f by introducing velocity dependant 
damping force. Introducing the damping forces as additional contributions to the body 
forces changes equation (12) as follows:
R b = Y u - p {m)H im)U - K { m ) (15)
m y(m)
Where U is a vector o f the nodal point velocities and K {m) is the damping property 
parameter of element m. in this case the equilibrium equations become:
MU + CU + K U  = R (16)
Where C is the global damping matrix and can be written as:
c  =  £  j ( 17)
V ( m )
2 0
3.4 Non Linearity
In the above formulation it was assumed that the displacements of the finite element 
assembly are small, that the material is linearly elastic and that the boundary 
conditions remain unchanged during the application of loads. These assumptions have 
entered the equilibrium equation in the following manner:
The fact is that all integrations have been performed over the original volume of the 
finite elements implies that displacements must be small. This effects the stiffness 
matrix K, and the load vector, R.
The strain displacement matrix B of each element was assumed to be constant and 
independent of element displacements.
The assumption of a linear elastic material is implied in the use o f a constant stress- 
strain matrix, D.
The unchanged boundary conditions are implied by keeping constant constraint 
relations for the complete response.
These observations point to the different types o f non-linearity that may arise in a 
finite element analysis [48]
1. Material non linearity.
2. Non linearity due to large displacements, large rotations, but small strains.
3. Non linearity due to large displacements, large rotations and large strains.
4. Non linearity due to large displacements, large rotations, small strains.
5. Contact non linearity.
3.5 Solution methodology
There are a number o f solutions techniques available for use with the finite element 
method. Since the analysis of this work is primarily concerned with non linearity, this 
section will focus on solution methodology for non linear problems. The basic step in 
a general non linear analysis is to determine the state of equilibrium of the body 
corresponding to the applied loads. Assuming that the external loads are described as 
a function of time, the equilibrium condition o f the finite element assembly can be 
written as:
2 1
Where 1R  gives the externally applied nodal point forces at time t and the vector * F  
lists the nodal point forces corresponding to the element stresses, where:
' / ? - 'F  =  0 (18)
+ 't f s + '* c (1 9 )
m t V ( m )
It may be noted that in a dynamic analysis the vector *R would also include the 
inertial and damping forces.
Equation (18) must express the equilibrium of the system in the current defined 
geometry by taking account o f all non Linearities and must be satisfied throughout the 
complete history of load application. The solution process is carried out using a step 
by step incremental analysis. The basic approach in an incremental solution is to 
assume that the solution for the discrete time t is known and that the solution for a 
discrete time t + Vt  equation-(18) can be written as:
nV'R-'+*'F = o (21)
Since the solution at time t is known it can be written that
'+V'F ='F  + F  (22)
Where F is increment o f nodal point forces corresponding to the increment o f element 
displacements and stresses from time t to tim e /+ V i. This vector can be 
approximated using a tangent stiffness matrix 1K  which corresponds to the geometric 
and material condition at time t.
2 2
F='KU (23)
Where U is the vector of incremental nodal point displacements. By combining 
equations (21), (22) and (23) we get:
1KU=t+VtR -  F  (24)
By solving this equation for U and approximation to the displacements at time t + V/ 
can be calculated:
t+ViU=‘U + U (25)
Having evaluated an approximation to the displacements corresponding to time t + V/ 
an approximation for stresses and corresponding nodal point forces at time / + V/ can 
be obtained. However, because of the approximation expressed in equation-24, such a 
solution may be subject to significant errors and may be unstable. In practice it is 
frequently necessary to iterate until equation 21 is satisfied to sufficient accuracy. 
Different solution procedures exist for the solution of equation 24 n. in this work the 
explicit time integration method was used and will be briefly outlined. The most 
common explicit time integration operator used in non linear dynamic analysis is the 
central difference operator. The equilibrium of the finite element assembly is 
considered at time t in order to calculate the displacements at time / + V /. Solution is 
sought for each time step for the equilibrium equation neglecting the effect of 
damping which may be expressed as
M l U —R+‘F  (26)
Where the nodal point force vector F is evaluated on the basis o f the methods used to 
formulate the material and geometric non linearity’s. This involves the choice of 
element type, the kinematics description and the kinetic description, all o f which are 
problem dependant. The solution for the nodal point displacements at time / + V/ is 
obtained using the central difference approximation for the acceleration as follows:
t /  =  - ! T {"v' t / - 2 ' i / + ,+v'i7 }  (27)
V i 2 1 ’
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C om bining this w ith  (26) gives:
J ' L ^ ' u ] = , U - ,F - ^ T { - v,U - 2 ’u )  (28)
Vi Vi ’
Thus, if  l~VtU  and lU  are known then l+VtU can be determined from equation (28). A 
disadvantage in the use o f this method is that for stability, the time step size Vi must 
be smaller than a critical time step size ¥ t CR which is equal to Tn ! n  , where Tn is the 
smallest period in the finite element assembly.
3.6 Summary of the chapter
It can be summarised that a procedure o f finite element analysis has been described in 
this chapter. A chronological step by step of the solving method has been presented. 
The theorem relation to mechanics in or order to analyze finite element simulation has 
been described elaborately. A brief description of nonlinearities was presented.
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CHAPTER FOUR
4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the analytical modelling procedure and experimental results of 
multilayered tube forming of T and X branches by using finite element software ANSYS. 
A step by step procedure of the modelling has been discussed. The simulation was carried 
out by ANSYS implicit and explicit finite element codes. An experimental procedure and 
the results of the experiments have been presented in this chapter. A photographic view 
of the bulge forming machine has been included.
4.2 Modelling
4.2.1 Solid 3-D structural modelling
Modelling and idealisation of the problem is the most important step in the case of finite 
element simulation. During metal forming analysis good modelling of deformed body is 
of most important in order to achieve an accurate solution. In this work 3-D models have 
been built up by ANSYS pre-processor with structural solid brick elements for analysing 
the process with ANSYS implicit and explicit finite element codes. The basic steps to 
build and analyse a model using ANSYS are:
•  Create the model geometry
•  Define the element types and real constants
•  Specify material properties
•  Mesh the model
•  Define contact surfaces
•  Apply boundary condition
•  Solution
Analytical M odeling and Experimental Procedure
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Figure 4.1.: Pre-shaped die half o f an X branch solid model
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The solid model consists of the die body of pre-shaped formed product, and the multi­
layered tube. Figure 4.1 and 4.2 present pre-shaped die half and multi-layered FE model 
respectively. Since it was considered that during the deformation the die would not be 
deformed, so the die surface would be considered as rigid model. The materials of the 
outer and inner tubes are brass and copper respectively. The dimension of the brass and 
copper tube are 24 mm and 22mm OD and 22mm and 20.2 mm ID respectively. The 
length of the tubes is 120 mm. The copper tube was inserted into the brass tube with 
loose fit. After applying internal pressure at the surface of the inner tube, it will expand 
and then it will be tight fit. The model has been created in this research as solid volume 
by using ANSYS pre-processor. In this work the element was defined as a solid -8 nodes 
185 brick element.
4.2.2 Mesh- Modelling
The tubes were modelled using solid brick elements and the die was assumed to be rigid. 
In this project a mapped mesh has been created for both brass and copper tubes. In order 
to build a fine mesh the tube was divided by using the mesh tool and line set. Volume 
meshing command was applied for both tubes. The die surfaces have been defined as 
rigid target surfaces for the contact analysis.
ELEMENTS ANSYS]
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Outer layer
Inner layer
Figure 4.3.: M apped m esh o f the quarter FEA model
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4.2.3 Contact M odeling
Contact problems arc highly nonlinear and require significant computer resources to 
resolve. In contact analysis, two points should be considered, first the contact and 
secondly the target. In ANSYS simulation, it is possible to solve both implicit and 
explicit contact analysis. The model consists o f both rigid-to-flexible and flexible-to- 
flexible. Since we assumed that the die surfaces are rigid and only the tube will be 
deformed, so rigid-to-flcxible contact element 174 has been created between die surface 
and the external surface of the brass tube. Contacted surfaces between the tubes are 
modeled as flexible-to-flexible contact pair. This is one of the common types of contact 
pair at which both the surface would be deformed.
A Ni ILtMINT3
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Contact surface points
Target surface points
Figure 4.4.: Rigid to flexible surface-to-surface contact pair
In this research both types o f contact pair has been analyzed. Figure 4.4 shows the rigid 
to flexible surface-to-surface created contact pair. In order to create this type of contact 
element, the rigid die surfaces should be left unmeshed during the meshing operation and 
these surfaces would be meshed by the system automatically by creating the contact
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elements. An elastic coulomb friction law was assumed and the value o f the coefficient 
of friction was assigned as 0.15. The second contact pair has been created between the 
inner and outer tubes contacted surfaces. In this case the inner surface o f the outer tube 
has been considered as target surface and outer surface of the inner tube was assumed as 
contact surface. During the simulation both surfaces would be deformed simultaneously. 
A sticky friction law has been assumed and the maximum value of the coefficient of 
friction has been applied which is 0.577. Figure 4.5 presents the flexible to flexible 
surface-to-surface contact element.
4.3 Boundary Conditions
Boundary condition is the most significant step in finite element simulation. In this 
simulation the pressure and the end axial feed were applied. The load functions were 
defined as nonlinear functions with respect to simulation time. The pressure was applied 
on the inner surfaces of the internal copper tube and the axial displacement was applied at 
the tubes end areas. The die was constrained in all degrees o f freedom as assumed that it
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would not be deformed. As the die surfaces have been assumed to be rigid. The tubes 
ends were allowed to move only towards the axial direction.
S im u la t io n  t im e (m  se c )
Figure 4.6.: Non-linear axial load pattern
S im u la t io n  t im e  (m s e c )
Figure 4.7.: Non-linear internal pressure load pattern
Experimentally the axial feed was applied by end punch but in the simulated model the 
axial feed was applied as displacement along the positive X direction in the global co­
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ordinate system. As a results of the constraints tubes end nodes would not be able to 
move along the normal direction of the circumference of the blank rather than X 
direction. Figure 4.6 is depicting the non linear axial load pattern. It can be seen that it 
has been defined by two regimes. Figure 4.7 is describing the internal pressure function. 
Both loads function have been defined using ANSYS pre-processor loading table 
parameters in two regimes.
4.4 Material Model
The bi-layered tube model has been built with solid brick, 8-node 185 elements and the 
die has been assumed to be rigid surface. An elasto-plastic (bilinear isotropic hardening) 
nonlinear material property was used with the following material properties. The outer 
tube was commercial brass and the inner tube was copper. The interface between the die 
and the outer layered of the blank was modelled using the rigid to flexible surface-to- 
surface contact element and the friction co-efficient was assumed 0.15 considering that 
the material can flow smoothly during deformation of hydroforming process. Table 4.1 
describes the material composition of brass tube and the mechanical properties [49] and 
Table 4.2 shows the material properties of internal copper tube. Some of the properties 
have been supplied by the material supplier company and other properties have been 
taken form the reference mentioned according to the chemical composition. Figure 4.8 
and 4.9 show the material models used for external tube material brass and internal tube 
material copper respectively.
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Table 4.1, M aterials Properties o f Brass
Chemical compositions of 
Brass.
Cu = 62-64%
Fe = 0.1%
Pb = 0.1%
Zn -  36.5-37.5% 
Al = 0.03 %
Ni = 0.3%
Mn = 0.05%
Sn = 0.1%
Ultimate Tensile Strength 540 MPa
Tensile Yield Strength 170 MPa
Breaking strain 0.4
Young’s Modulus 105 GPa
Poisson’s Ratio 0.34
Tangent Modulus 720 MPa
Density 8.44 g/cc
Table 4.2, Materials Properties of Copper
Chemical composition of 
Copper
Cu = 99.5% 
Fe = 0.01% 
Pb = 0.01% 
Other = 0.48 %
Ultimate Tensile Strength 470 MPa
Tensile Yield Strength 365 MPa
Failure strain 0.20
Young’s Modulus 105 GPa
Poisson’s Ratio 0.34
Tangent Modulus 552 MPa
Density 8.81 gm/cc
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Strain (v)
Figure 4.8.: Material model used for brass tube
Strain (v)
Figure 4.9.: Material model used for copper tube
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4.5 Solution
The tube model was created as a volume by the ANSYS pre-processor; the elements 
were defined as solid brick 8 node 185 elements. The die surfaces were assumed to be 
rigid for the simulation purpose assuming that during the deformation the metal would 
flow along the surface without any deformation on the die. The tubes volume were 
mapped meshed uniformly using the line division by the mesh tool. The line division has 
been used in order to perform fine mesh. The die surfaces were left unmeshed in order to 
define the rigid target surface to create rigid to flexible contact pair. An elastic coulomb 
friction law was assumed a friction co-efficient has been assigned as 0.15 where the 
material can flow smoothly during the simulation without experiencing any reaction force 
due to the surfaces roughness. The directions of normal for both target and contact 
surfaces were checked properly, the normals of the tube contact surface elements points 
towards the rigid die surface and the normals of the rigid die contact elements towards the 
outer layered tube contact surface element during the course of simulation. To reduce the 
simulation time the penalty stiffness factor, penetration depth tolerances and the number 
of element in the tube were selected reasonably.
Elasto-plastic bilinear isotropic hardening material properties were used with the 
properties presented in table 4.1 and table 4.2 for both the internal and external tubes 
respectively. In order to avoid failure due to bursting the maximum equivalent von-Mises 
stress was limited to the average ultimate strength of the materials. The thickness of the 
external tube was 1mm and the internal tube thickness was 0.9 mm, total thickness was 
1.9 mm. The length of the tube blank was 120 mm.
4.5.1 T branch hydro forming
In order to reduce processing time and measuring constraints, symmetry has been utilized 
to give a quarter model for analysis using appropriate boundary conditions. Figure 4.10 
presents quarter symmetry of the FEA model for this analysis. Simulations have been 
carried out by applying both internal pressure and the axial load simultaneously. Both
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load patterns were chosen as non-linear, where the solution has been solved for non­
linear conditions. The loads have been applied
1
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Figure 4.10.: Quarter symmetry o f a T branch FEA model
with respect to time at two different regimes, first regime's limit is 0 to 2 msec and last 
regime’s limit was 2 to 4 msec. The pressure load was applied as surfacc load on the 
inner surface o f the internal tube. Maximum pressure load was limited to 37.5 MPa due to 
the maximum pressure capacity of the hydro bulge forming machine was 37.5 MPa. The 
axial feed was applied at the edges of the tubes surfaces and the direction o f the axial load 
was checked properly to the positive X direction in the global co-ordinate system. The 
maximum value of the axial feed was limited to 5 mm for each symmetry solution. 
Figures 4 .11 and 4.12 present the loading pattern applied in the simulation. These loads 
patterns have been selected according to the load pattern o f the hydro bulge
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Figure 4.11.: Von Mises stress distribution over the simulated T-braneh in hydroforming 
process with 10 mm Axial feed and 37.5 MPa internal pressure
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Figure 4.12.: Maximum T branch height formed in hydroforming proccss with 10 mm 
axial feed and 37.5 MPa internal pressure
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forming machine [45]. The solution has been controlled by defining the large static 
displacement, saving all the readings of the sub steps in the result file. The result file was 
used to analyze the time history post processing. The total solution was completed by 4 
mseconds. The maximum stress developed in the simulated tube is 481 MPa which is 
well below the ultimate stress of the external tube materials. It has been observed that the 
maximum stress generally developed in the external tube region, for this reason it is the 
main concern to observe the stress state of the outer layered tube during hydroforming of 
multi-layered tube. It has been observed that after a time of 2.119 msecond the stress 
developed in the bi-layered tube exceeds the ultimate stress of the material. It is assumed 
that after this time the material failed theoretically and all the solutions have been 
ignored. Figure 4.11 shows the Von Mises stress distribution of the simulated tube. It is 
clear from the figure that maximum stress has been developed in the bottom region of the 
formed T branch. The stress over the top area of the branch was distributed very 
uniformly which signifies a good condition of the formed products. Figure 4.12 depicts 
the formed branch of this simulation at a time of 2.119 msecond and it is clear from the 
figure that the maximum T branch height is about 3.133 mm; it is a bit less than the 
expected deformation. This was due to the very high thickness of the total tube compared 
to the amount of load (internal pressure and axial feed). It can be stated that according to 
the thickness materials, proper loading condition is one of the important factors in 
carrying out the simulation properly. Figure 4.13 presents distribution of different stresses 
over the top central node in the external tube for this simulation. It can be noticed from 
the figure that hoop stress is dominant over the simulation time which is more convenient 
for the forming conditions. Also the radial stress is compressive during the solution steps. 
Hoop stress was steady within elastic limit and increased merely linear up to the end of 
the solution. Figure 4.14 describes the stresses distribution over the top central node of 
the internal tube of the T branch. It is clear that equivalent stress increases at a constant 
rate over the simulation time and it is higher than the external tube.
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Figure 4 .13.: Stresses distribution over a top central node of the simulated T branch in 
hydroforming process by 10 mm axial feed and 37.5 MPa internal pressure
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simulated T- branch by 10 mm axial feed and 37.5 MPa internal pressure
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4.5.2 X b ran ch  h yd ro  fo rm ing
Simulation has been carried out for the same dimension of an X branch model as has 
previously carried out for T branch. Loading condition and boundary constraints have 
been kept unchanged. Taking symmetry advantage one eight o f the model has been 
simulated. Figure 4.15 presents the one eighth o f the X branch FEA model. The total 
solution completed by 4 msec in 19 sub steps. After a time of 2.6 msec in 13 sub steps, 
the maximum equivalent von mises stress was 493 MPa. After this time the von mises 
stress in the X branch exceeds the ultimate stresses of the materials. It was assumed that 
after this time the materials would fail so all results after this time have been ignored. 
Figure 4.16 depicts the deformed tube at 2.6 msec and 13 sub steps into X branch 
products. It is noticeable that maximum branch height is 3.61 mm which is greater than 
the previous T branch forming. Research reveals that for the same conditions applied on 
both T and X branch hydroforming, deformation is greater in X branch products than in T 
branch products. This was due to stretching the materials bi-axially in case o f X branch.
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Figure 4.16.: Maximum developed branch height by hydroforming process for 10 mm 
Axial feed and 37.5 MPa internal pressures. X-branch forming
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Figure 4.16.: Von Mises stress distribution over the simulated X-branch by hydro 
forming process lor 10 111111 Axial feet! and 37.5 MPa internal pressure
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In the ease o f the X branch, the internal pressure acts on both sides towards the branch 
hole o f the die, while in the case o f T branch it acts on one side, other side is neutralised 
by the reaction force of the die surface which results in less branch height. Figure 4.16 is 
depicting von mises stress distribution over the simulated X branch. It is noticeable that 
the maximum stress region is around the bottom of the formed branch which has located 
at the same region as it was in the T branch simulation. Stress was distributed uniformly 
over the top area o f the branch. Figure 4 .17 shows the stresses distribution over the top 
central node o f the branch. From this (igurc it can be stated that the equivalent stress is 
well below the ultimate stress over the total simulation time. Elastic region in X branch is 
shorter than in T branch simulation. It can be noticed that after a time of 0.8 msecond, the 
central region has started to deform and the deformation has increased up to the end of 
the solutions. Figure 4.18 describes stress distribution over the top central node of the 
internal tube. It can be noticed that the von mises stress was higher than other type of 
stresses but its value was well below the materials ultimate stress.
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Figure 4.17.: Development o f stresses over the top central node for outer layered tube of 
the simulated X branch by 10 mm axial feed and 37.5 MPa internal pressure
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Figure 4.18.: Development of stresses over the top central node for internal tube o f the 
simulated X branch by 10 mm axial feed and 37.5 MPa internal pressure
4.6 Failure Analysis
The main purpose of the hydroforming process simulation is to get the maximum formed 
branch for a certain loading conditions. In order to get the maximum forming height the 
load path should be in a controlled manner. The main failure types o f the hydroforming 
process which involves both axial feed and internal pressure are wrinkling, buckling or 
bursting. Due to an excessive axial feed in comparison to the internal pressure the tube 
would fail by buckling or wrinkling. Alternatively, if the pressure is too high with respect 
to axial feed there would be a chance of bursting the tube. Thus the forming load has to 
be adjusted properly in order to obtain a successful formed component with the 
hydroforming process.
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Figure 4.19.: Wrinkling and folding failure occurred due to excess axial feed during
hydro forming process
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Figure 4.20.: wrinkle formed in finite elem ent model with element number
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B u rst r e g io n  o f  th e  fo rm e d  branch
Figure 4.21.: Bursting failure due to excessive internal pressure during X branch
hydro forming process
Simulation which is depicted in figure 4.19 has been carried out by applying an internal 
pressure of 37.5 MPa and an axial feed of 40 mm. The axial feed was in excessive 
compared to the internal pressure; as a result the tube was folded and wrinkled. If the 
wrinkle occurs on the tube it would result with a buckling as it can be seen in the figure 
4.20 and the element subjected to wrinkle would be strained differently on the outer and 
inner surfaces respectively. As mentioned [43] the velocity of the element in the normal 
direction can also be used to assess whether the wrinkle is desired or not, that is when the 
material is already in contact with the die, or whether the wrinkle is with unstable folding 
due to excess axial feed or due to low hydroforming pressure. Because of the instability, a 
region of unstable folding or wrinkling has a much higher normal velocity than the free 
forming region due to the internal pressure. In a hydroforming process which involves 
end axial feed and internal pressure, it is desired that the end axial feed over the process 
time should be as high as possible to allow more material to be fed into the forming zone, 
thereby decreasing the chance of failure due to excess wall thinning or bursting. This 
excess material pushed into the deforming zone helps in maintaining wall thickness near
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the highly strained area within the desired limits. The value o f actual axial feeding in the 
process is limited by the occurrence of wrinkles or buckling. On the other hand excess 
material pushed into the forming zone may result into either buckling or excess wall 
thickening in certain zone. Failure as demonstrated in figure 4.21 is busting due to excess 
of the internal pressure in comparison to the axial feed. This simulation has been carried 
out for 10 mm axial feed and 150 MPa internal pressure. Top central area of the 
simulated branch became thinning due to excess of the internal pressure, at the end hoop 
stress rose to beyond the ultimate stress which has resulted with the burst of the tube.
4.7 Experimental procedure
4.7.1 The Hydroforming Machine
The hydro bulge forming machine in DCU is capable of producing a maximum internal 
hydrostatic pressure of 41.7 MPa. This value was obtained through previous tests carried 
out on the machine on copper specimens. The machine can produce a maximum axial 
force on a tube of 150Bar because of the limited capacity of the motor and intensifier of 
internal pressure. This force will be represented as an axial displacement on ANSYS. An 
image of the hydro bulge forming machine used in DCU can be examined in figure 4.22. 
The hydro bulge forming machine is programmed using a lab view program. The process 
of automation and procedure of collecting data by Lab View has not been discussed in 
this research work. This method of operating the machine allows the user to input more 
controlled loading patterns into the hydro bulge forming machine. The operation of the 
hydro bulge forming machine is discussed in chapterl.Three different tests were carried 
out on the multi-layer material using the hydroforming machine. All the experimental 
tests were carried out with a maximum internal pressure of 37.5 MPa.
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Figure 4.22.: The Hydroforming Machine
4.7.2 Experimental Test one; Internal Pressure 37.5 MPa, Axial Force 7 MPa
To verify the analytical results three experimental tests were carried out with different 
boundary condition. The results are presented in the following section. The first test that 
was carried out was done so with the highest possible internal pressure along with a low 
axial force. The maximum capacity of internal pressure in the bulge forming machine is 
41.7 MPa. But when the experiment was caring out the machine was only capable of 
reaching a maximum internal pressure of 37.5 MPa internal pressure because of the 
limited capacity of the motor, thus all the experiment has been carried out for 37.5 MPa 
internal pressure. The internal pressure was adjusted using the appropriate valve at the 
back of the machine and the axial force was also adjusted using another valve on the
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machine. The bulge forming machine was run using an appropriate Lab view program. 
Firstly the plungers came in contact with the multi layer tube; the hydraulic fluid was 
then passed into the specimen through the plungers. The internal pressure was allowed to 
build up slowly. Any air bubbles that were contained in the hydraulic fluid were released 
using a relief valve. Then the high internal pressure was applied to the multi layer 
material. Along with the high internal pressure the axial force was then applied to the 
ends of the multi layer tube. Figure 4.23 depicts the formed product by hydroforming 
machine for test one.
Figure 4.23.: Multi-layer Material Deformation at 37.5 MPa internal pressure and 7 MPa
Axial Force
As it can be seen from Figure 4.23 that a little deformation occurred during the 
hydroforming process. This was due to two main factors, the wall thickness of the multi 
layer tube was too high (because commercial multi layered tube for the required thickness 
is not available in the market) and the internal pressure applied by the hydro forming 
machine wasn't high enough to cause a big deformation in the material. Figure 4.24 
shows the loading pattern used on the hydro bulge forming machine. This loading pattern 
has been automated by Lab View program with the bulge forming machine. The graph 
shows the increase of internal pressure and axial force with respect to time. The increase 
in displacement from 0 to 50 at the start of the process represents the plungers moving
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Figure 4.24.: Loading profile on the Hydro Bulge Forming Machine at 37.5 MPa internal
Pressure and 7MPa axial Force 
into make contact with the multi layer material. As the graph shows there is little 
displacement of the plungers after this point.
4.7.3 Experimental Test two; 37.5 MPa Internal Pressure, 12 MPa axial force
In this test the same procedure as test one was carried out. The axial force was increased 
to 120Bar or 12MPa. Figure 4.25 shows the deformation o f the multi layer material after 
the hydro bulge forming process.
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Figure 4.25.: Multi-layer Material Deformation at 37.5 MPa internal pressures and 12
MPa Axial Force
The axial force was increased to 120Bar (12 MPa). Figure 4.25 shows the deformation of 
the multi layer material after the hydro bulge forming process. From observing figure 
4.25 it can be clearly seen that some more deformation occurs due to the increase in the 
axial force. Although the branch height is small, the presence of the bulge on the multi 
layer material proves that hydro bulge forming of the multi layer material is possible. The 
maximum bulge height was 5.36mm. The loading pattern used in this test can be seen in 
figure 4.26. The increase in displacement of the plungers can be clearly seen from the 
graph. The axial displacement was measured at 10mm in total.
Figure 4.26.: Loading Pattern on the Hydro Bulge Forming Machine at 37.5MPa internal
Pressure and axial Force of 12 MPa
4.7.4 Experimental Test three, 37.5 MPa internal Pressure, 15 MPa axial force
After the results obtained in test two it was assumed that an extra increase in the internal 
pressure might create a higher cross branch. The maximum axial force of 15 MPa was 
applied in test three along with the maximum internal pressure. The result of the higher 
axial force on the multi layer material can be seen in figure 4.27. It can be seen from
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figure 4.27 that the multi layer material failed under a relatively high axial force. The 
multi layer material buckled under this condition, where the internal pressure was not 
high enough to force the material up into the deformation zone. The loading pattern for 
this test can be seen in figure 4.28. The point of failure is marked on the plot.
Figure 4.27: Multi-layer Material Deformation at 37.5 MPa internal pressure and 15 MPa
Axial Force
Figure 4.28.: Loading Pattern on the Hydro Bulge Forming Machine at 37.5 MPa internal
Pressure and axial Force of 15 MPa
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Failure occurred due to wrinkling, buckling and at the last stage folding of the multi layer 
tube due to a relatively low internal pressure. From these three experimental tests it can 
be concluded that application of sufficient internal pressure is the most important by 
hydroforming process in order to produce a successful component. I hese tests have been 
carried out according to the boundary condition and loading constraints that were applied 
in the simulation in the previous section. The obtained results from these experiments are 
very similar to the analytical results; on the other hand it is clear from these tests that the 
multi layered tube hydroforming is possible by applying the correct load path and 
boundary constraints. Validation and comparison between experimental and simulated 
results have been discussed in the next section o f this chapter.
4.8 Comparison and Validation of the Simulation Results
4.8.1 V alidation for test one
In order to validate the simulation of multilayered tube by hydro forming, several 
comparison has been made between the experimental and analytical results. The 
comparison between the simulation results and the practical results from first test can be 
observed in figure 4.29 below. The upper part of the figure represents the simulated result 
carried out by I mm axial feed and 37.5 MPa internal pressure. The lower part o f the 
figure has been formed by applying the same axial feed and internal pressure in the 
hydroforming
. 29312)  .841635  1.30  1.938  2 . 48?
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Figure 4.29.: Comparison between simulation and actual results from test one
machine. Figure 4.29 shows that both results have a very similar profile. The maximum 
branch height in the simulation was 2.487mm and the actual branch height formed using 
the bulge forming machine is approximately I mm. This difference between the analytical 
and experimental test results could be the high friction between the die and the multi­
layered tube, relatively low axial feed and insufficient internal pressure.
4.8.2 Validation for test two
Figure 4.30.: Comparison between simulation and actual results from test two
A further simulation has been carried out in order to compare between the experimental 
and analytical results. This simulation also carried out for 37.5 MPa internal pressure and 
10 mm axial displacement. The test in the hydro bulge forming machine was 
experimented by applying the same boundary conditions. Figure 4.30 presents the 
simulated and the experimented form branch. The upper part of the figure is the simulated 
branch and the lower one is experimented. Again figure 4.30 verifies that both the 
simulated results and the practical results are very similar apparently. The maximum 
branch height in the simulated result is 3.11 mm and the branch height obtained from the 
hydro bulge forming machine is 3.25 mm.
4.8.3 Validation for test three
The comparison between the simulation results and the practical results from the third test 
can be observed in figure 4.31. The results of this test was very hard to match as in the 
practical tests the multi layer material failed. To represent this failure in Ansys is difficult 
as if a failure of the material occurs in Ansys no results can be obtained for the specimen. 
The displacement of the branch, although it’s much buckled was approximately 17mm. 
The actual displacement of the failed specimen was proximally 15 mm. Therefore it can 
be seen that both the practical and simulation results were in good agreement. It can be 
seen that a large amount of buckling occurs and both materials were under very high 
stress. The buckling occurred as there wasn’t a high enough internal pressure to match the 
high axial displacement or axial force.
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Figure 4.31.: Comparison between simulation and actual results from test three
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4.9 Summary of the chapter
It can be concluded from this chapter that hydro forming process validates both 
experimental and analytical. The best result has been found in test two. Both simulation 
and experimental results are very close on the basis of deformation profile and the value 
of the branch height. The practical results obtained using the hydro bulge forming 
machine were quite good. It is evident from these results that the slight difference 
between the analytical and experimental results related to the initial forming, in other 
words experimentally the deformation was very low at the beginning, then this 
deformation would increased while in the analytical model the deformation would follow 
the analyzing algorithm without considering any difficulty for the initial deformation. As 
it can be noticed form [45] that the experimental and analytical results are in good 
agreement at the final stage of the deformation. A step by step FEA procedures have been 
discussed for the multi layered tube hydroforming process. Modelling, boundary 
condition and solution, all these steps have been analysed by using finite element package 
ANSYS. It is also possible and even easier to analyze by using LS-DYNA explicit finite 
element codes.
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Further Simulations of X and T branches by Different Loading
5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a number of simulations both X and T branches in different 
loading condition and constraints by hydroforming process. Actually all the simulations 
have been carried out for combined axial feed and internal pressure. Von mises and hoop 
stress distributions have been presented for each case. The best condition has been 
selected and discussed. These simulated models aim to define the forming conditions to 
form the X and T branches with the proper height without any defect.
5.2 Cross (X) branch hydro forming at different loading conditions
5.2.1 10 mm axial feed and 50 MPa internal Pressure
The model has been built with the same element and materials as stated in chapter four 
with different dimensions. In this case the thickness of internal tube has been considered 
as half of the external tube thickness (0.5 mm internal tube thickness and 1.00 mm tube 
external). Both contact pair have been created as identified in the previous model. Load 
functions have been defined for 2 second and the length has been assigned as in 
centimeter. During analyzing one eight of the whole tube has been modeled due to 
considering the symmetry advantages. To complete the solution it took 14 sub steps in 2 
seconds. But after 0.6275 second the von mises stress exceeded the material ultimate 
stress for that reason all results after this time have been ignored and up to this time 7 
sub steps completed. Figure 5.1 shows the results at this stage, it is seen that the 
maximum von mises stress developed at this time 500 MPa which is well below the 
ultimate stress. This figure also demonstrates the location of the maximum stress is the 
bottom region of the formed branch. Over the area of the tube and branch the stress 
distribution is moderately uniform. Figure 5.2 presents the material displacement in Y
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Figure 5.1.: Von-mises stress distribution over the simulated X branch by 10mm axial
feed and 50 MPa internal pressure
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Figure 5.2.: M aximum branch height o f  the sim ulated X branch by 10 mm axial feed and
50 M Pa internal pressure
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Figure 5.3.: Stresses distribution over the top central node on the external tube o f the 
simulated X branch by 10 mm axial feed and 50 MPa internal pressure
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Figure 5.4.: Stresses distribution over the top central ncxle on the internal tube o f  the
sim ulated X branch by 10 mm axial feed and 50 MPa internal pressure
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direction in the global co-ordinate system. It is obvious that the bulge height is about 
0.26 cm. It can be noticed that the material flow was not uniform, there were some 
thinning and thickening exists over the form products. In this research the thinning and 
thickening of material has not been analyzed. Figure 5.3 depicts the stresses distribution 
over the top central node of the simulated X branch of the outer tube. At the top central 
region maximum von mises stress was 490 MPa which is well below the ultimate stress. 
Hoop stress is little bit higher than equivalent stress but below the ultimate stress radial 
stress is compressive over the simulation time. It is also clear from the graph that elastic 
region is very short. Figure 5.4 is describing the stress distribution over the top central 
node of the internal tube. It can be that in the internal tube equivalent stress is more 
dominant than the external tube during the course of simulation time. All other stresses 
are following usual convention.
5.2.2 10 mm axial feed and 60 MPa internal pressure
Simulation has been carried out for the previous model with different load constraint. In 
this case the axial feed was the same but the internal pressure was 60 MPa. The solution 
was completed after 14 sub steps in 2 seconds. In this case after a time of 0.6875 
seconds the von mises stress developed in the tube exceeds the ultimate stress of the 
materials. Maximum von mises stress was between 501 to 543 MPa after a time of 
0.6875 second. The maximum ultimate stress for the outer tube materials was 540 MPa, 
for this reason it has been considered that at this step the solution is within the safe limit 
just before the failure of the materials. Figure 5.5 depicts von mises stress distribution 
over the simulated X branch. The location of the maximum stress is at the same region 
as the previous solution. Figure 5.6 demonstrates the deformation condition of the X 
branch for this condition. Stress distribution can be seen in the figure 5.7 over the 
simulation time for the external tube of the simulated X branch. It is evident that hoop 
stress is more dominant after a certain time during the solution and at the end of the 
solution hoop stress exceeds the ultimate stress. Stress distribution for the internal tube 
can be seen in the figure 5.8, the von mises stress is more dominant over the simulation 
time up to the end of the solution.
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Figure 5.5.: Von-mises stress distribution over the simulated ‘X* branch by IOmm axial
feed and 60 MPa internal pressure
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Figure 5.6.: Maximum branch height of the simulated X branch by 10 mm axial feed and
60 MPa internal pressure
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Figure 5.7.: Development o f stresses on top central node of the external tube of the 
simulated X branch by 10 mm axial feed and 60 MPa pressure load
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Figure 5.8.: Stresses distribution over the top central node on the internal tube o f  the
simulated 'X ' branch by 10 min axial lea l and 60 M Pa internal pressure
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5.2.3 10 m m  axial feed and  70 M P a in te rn a l p ressu re
The same model was analyzed with different boundary conditions. In this case internal 
pressure has been increased to 70 MPa. The solution was completed within 15 total sub 
steps. But at a time of 0.717 seconds after 8 sub steps the solution has been assigned as 
completed because after this time the equivalent stress exceeds the ultimate stress of the 
materials. Figure 5.9 shows the von mises stress distribution of the simulated X branch 
at a time of 0.717 seconds. The maximum stress developed in this case is about 500 MPa 
and the location o f the maximum stress is near the bottom of the simulated branch. 
Figure 5.10 describes the deformation situation of the simulated branch after 8 sub steps. 
The maximum deformation was about 0.4311 cm and maximum bulge height was found 
3.11 cm. which is little less than the deformation.
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Figure 5.9.: Von-m ises stress distribution over the simulated X branch by 10mm axial
feed and 60 M Pa internal pressure
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Figure 5.10.: Maximum branch height of the simulated X branch by 10 mm axial feed
and 70MPa internal pressure
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Figure 5.11.: Developm ent o f  stresses on top central node o f  the external tube o f  the
sim ulated X branch by 10 mm axial feed and 70 M Pa pressure load
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Figure 5.12.: Development o f stresses on top central node of the external tube of the 
simulated X branch by 10 mm axial feed and 70 MPa internal pressure
It is because the materials did not How uniformly and the existence some thinning and 
thickening for the forming process. Figure 5.11 depicts the stresses distribution on the 
top central node over the simulation time. It can be seen that the axial stress increases 
after a certain time. This abnormality was due to the expansion of the internal tube. 
Radial stress was compressive over the simulation time. Figure 5.12 shows the stresses 
developed on the top central node in the internal tube. It can be noticed that the 
equivalent stress was dominant and at the end both hoop stress and von mises stress 
intersect at a point but total stress remains well below the ultimate stress.
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5.2.4 10 m m  axial feed an d  80 M P a in te rnal p ressu re
The simulation has been carried out for the previous boundary conditions by only 
changing the load constraints. Axial feed was applied 10 mm for both side and internal 
pressure was 80 MPa. The solution has been completed by 19 total sub steps in two 
seconds. But the first 12 sub steps within 0.793 seconds were considered. In this time, 
the maximum stress developed in the tube was 475 MPa apparently which is well below 
the ultimate stress o f the materials. Figure 5.13 presents the von mises stress distribution 
over the simulated X branch tube. Maximum stress has been located in the bottom 
region of the branch height. Due to compressing the material from both end and finding 
no other way to flow the materials around the bottom region o f the branch hole, this 
leads to stress concentration in this area o f the form products.
l
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Figure 5.13.: V on-m ises stress distribution for the sim ulation carrying out by 10mm
axial feed and 80 MPa pressure
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Figure 5.14.: Deformation and branch height o f the simulated X branch by 10 mm axial
feed and 80 MPa internal pressure
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Figure 5.15.: Development of von mises and hoop stress on top central node by 10 mm
axial feed and 80 MPa pressure load
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To reduce the stress from this region a high internal pressure should be introduced. This 
will be discussed in the later section o f this chapter. From Figure 5.13 it is clear that 
stresses are well distributed over the branch and tube very uniformly. Figure 5.14 
describes the deformation condition o f the tube for this simulation after a time o f 0.793 
seconds. It can be summarized that after this time the maximum deformation was 0.4766 
cm and the branch height was 0.3699 cm. Certainly it is little bit higher than the 
previous simulation which was carried out for 70 MPa internal pressure. Figure 5.15 
depicts the stress distribution over the top central node of the outer layer tube. Hoop 
stress is more dominant after a certain time during the solution and radial compressive 
stress tends to zero at the end of the solutions.
5.2.5 10 mm axial feed and 100 MPa internal pressure
This solution has been conducted by 100 MPa internal pressure. It took 17 sub steps to 
complete the solution within 2 seconds but it reaches near the ultimate stress by shorter 
time in comparison with the previous solutions.
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Figure 5.16.: Von-m ises stress distribution over the simulated X branch by 10mm axial
feed and 100 MPa pressure
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Figure 5.17.: Deformation and branch height of the simulated X branch by 10 mm axial
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Figure 5 .18.: Stress distribution on a top central node of the simulated X branch by 10 
mm axial feed and 100 MPa pressure load
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Due to the high internal pressure, the outer layered tube experiences more tensile stress 
during the deformation. Figure 5.16 describes the von mises stress distribution over the 
simulated X branch by 100 MPa internal pressure and 10 mm axial feed. It can be seen 
from the figure that over the branch area there is a higher tensile stress than the 
undeformed part of the tube. It is because of applying higher internal pressure compared 
to the axial feed. It is very important in the hydroforming process to balance the 
combination o f internal pressure and the axial feed in order to get good products. Figure 
5.17 shows the deformation of the simulated branch. It is clear that maximum 
deformation at a time of 0.565 second is 4.65 mm but the bulge height was 3.92 mm. 
Figure 5.18 shows the stress distribution over the simulation time on the top central node 
of the simulated X branch. Radial stress becomes nil after a time of I sec and it stays up 
to the end of the solution.
5.2.6 10 mm axial feed and 150 MPa internal pressure
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Figure 5.19.: Von-m ises stress distribution for the sim ulation o f  X branch by 10mm
axial feed and 150 M Pa pressure
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Figure 5.20.: Deformation and branch height o f the simulated X branch by 10 mm axial
feed and 150 MPa pressure
This solution has been run for 150 MPa internal pressures and keeping the axial feed the 
same as in the previous solution. The solution was completed by 25 sub steps in 2 
seconds. A comparison among the previous simulated results in this chapter have been 
carried out for different loading conditions, it can be summarized that by fixing the 
model geometry, material properties and the solution time constant, the number o f sub 
steps in the solution has been increased by increasing the load constraints. Figure 5.19 
describes the von mises distribution over the simulation time. It can be concluded that at 
a time o f 0.549 second the maximum von mises stress in the bi-layered tube was 4X4 
MPa apparently. An average of 484 MPa of stress has been developed in the bulge area. 
Figure 5.20 presents the deformation condition of the tube after a time of 0.549 second. 
It can be noticed that the maximum deformation of the multi-layered tube w as 3.433 mm 
in the axial direction which is exactly equal to the bulge height o f this simulation. It can
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be concluded that the material flow during the solution was very uniform. The most 
thinning area was the top of the bulge while the bottom region might be the most 
thickening region. The higher tensile stress distribution over the bulge area indicates that 
in the loading condition the internal pressure was relatively higher than the axial feed.
To define the effect of the axial feed while fixing the internal pressure, a further 
solution has been run by applying 150 MPa internal pressure and the axial feed was 
increased to 20 mm instead of 10 mm. The solution completed by 30 sub steps.
Figure 5.21 shows the von mises stress distribution over the branch area of the formed 
product. A comparison between figure 5.19 and 5.21 where the simulation were carried 
out for the same pressure but different axial load, [t can be noticed from this result that 
the stress over the branch area is lower than the previous simulation (10 mm axial feed). 
Due to the higher axial feed, where the material was pushed inward with more 
compressive load than the previous case a fraction of the tensile stress releases over the 
branch area of the simulated tube. It is an optimum condition for forming without 
developing extra stress over the branch area. Some part of tensile stress neutralizes due 
to the action of more compressive axial feed. Looking at the figure 5.21 it is clear that 
the bulge top is flatter than all other solution in this chapter. It can be concluded that in 
this solution the material flow was more uniform than the previous solution stated in fig 
5.19. It also can observed that thickness over the branch top is more uniform which is 
one of the most desirable feature of the forming condition in hydroforming process. 
Maximum stress has been located on the bottom region of the bulge in the formed tube. 
Figure 5.22 presents the deformation condition and bulge height for the simulation 
carried out by 20 mm axial feed and 150 MPa internal pressure. The thinner area is on 
the top of the bulge and the thicker are is located at the bottom of the branch. After 
completing 30 sub steps of the solution, maximum bulge was 12.9 mm and the 
maximum deformation occurred in the tube was 20.01 mm.
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Figure 5.22.: Deformation condition for simulated X branch by 20 mm axial feed and
150 MPa internal pressure
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Figure 5.23.: Bursting failure of a simulated X branch due to high internal pressure, by 
10 mm axial feed and 200 MPa internal pressure
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The next simulation has been carried out for 200 MPa internal pressure and 10 mm axial 
displacement. At this pressure the tube burst due the excessive thinning in the top region 
of the branch. Figure 5.23 depicts the failure o f the multi-layered tube by bursting due to 
high internal pressure. By applying a high internal pressure compared to the axial feed, 
the material does not flow uniformly over the length of the tube, because the internal 
pressure is neutralized by the reaction force of the rigid die surface in the tube except the 
die hole area. A high internal pressure can deform the tube near the hole of the die 
branch, as a result materials in this region experience more stretch than the other area of 
the tube. Due to the continuous action of the internal pressure the elongation increases 
continuously as long as the pressure exists at the internal surfaces of the tube. Because 
of the application of a relatively small axial feed the material supply is not sufficient 
towards the die hole, where the top area of the branch became thinner and at the end the 
tube burst.
Figure 5.24 shows a typical wrinkling failure o f hydroforming process. This solution has 
been carried out in order to observe the wrinkling failure by applying 40 MPa internal 
pressure and 30 mm axial feed. In hydroforming process which involve end axial and 
internal pressure, it is desirable that the end axial feed over the process time should be as 
high as possible, to allow as much material as possible to be fed into the forming zone. 
This excess material pushed into the deformation zone helps in maintaining the wall 
thickness near the highly strained areas within the desired limits. However, the actual 
value of the axial feeding in the process is limited by the occurrence of wrinkles or 
buckling. Excess material pushed into the forming zone may result either buckling or 
excess wall thickening in certain zones. Figure 5.24 represents one of these ideal 
conditions. In this solution less internal pressure has been applied compared to the axial 
feed because the material could not flow along the die hole due to the low internal 
pressure this would result with tube wrinkled or buckled in the certain region.
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5.3 Hydroforming of T branches at different loading conditions
5.3.1 10 mm axial feed and 50 MPa internal pressure
The model was built as with the X branch as described in the previous section of this 
chapter. Material properties and the contact element have been kept as described in 
section 5.2. Taking the symmetry advantages one quarter of the whole model has been 
analyzed. The same load patterns have been applied as have done for X branch 
simulation in the previous section. This simulation has been carried out for 10 mm axial 
feed and 50 MPa internal pressure. The solution completed within 2 seconds. The total 
solution has been completed in 15 total sub steps but after a time of 1.28 second in 10 
sub steps the maximum equivalent von mises stress exceeded beyond the ultimate stress 
of the materials of the bi-layered tube. It can be stated that the solution completed safely 
by 10 sub steps. Figure 5.25 shows the branch height of the simulated T branch for this 
simulation and it is clear from the figure that maximum branch height after a time of 
1.28 second and 10 sub steps was 2.06 mm. Figure 5.26 depicts the von mises stress 
distribution over the simulated T branch for this condition of solution. It is clear that 
maximum developed stress was 529 MPa which is well below the ultimate stress of the 
materials. It can be noticed from the figure that both ends of the tube experienced highly 
compressive stress and over the whole area of the branch stress distributed nicely 
uniform. Figure 5.27 describes the stresses distribution over the top central node of the 
simulated T branch. It can be summarized that hoop stress and equivalent stress 
increased linearly and at the same rate over the simulation time. No particular effect of 
axial stress on the solution and radial compressive stress remain almost constant up to 
the end of the solution.
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Figure 5.25.: Deformed simulated T branch by 10mm axial feed and 50 MPa
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Figure 5.26.: von mises stress distribution over the sim ulated  T branch by 10 mm axial
feed and 50 MPa internal pressure
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Figure 5.27.: Stress distribution over the top centre node of the formed T branch by
IOmm axial feed and 50 MPa
5.3.2 Loading condition; 10 mm axial feed and 60 MPa internal pressure
This simulation has been carried out for the same model as described in section 5.3.1 
only by changing the internal pressure, in this case 60 MPa internal pressure has been 
applied to carry out the solution. Load function has been defined for maximum of 2 
second and the solution has been completed by 18 sub steps. But after 12 sub steps it 
reaches near the ultimate stress o f the materials, as a result all solutions have been 
ignored after 12 sub steps. To complete this solution it took 0.9793 second. Figure 5.28 
depicts von mises stress distribution at 12 sub steps of the solution and it is clear that the 
maximum von mises stress is a bit less than the previous case of simulation carried out. 
On the other hand compressive stress at the ends of the multi layered tube is a bit lower 
than the previous results stated in figure 5.26; it is because o f increasing the internal 
pressure the material stretched with more tensile stress than compressive from the two 
ends of the tube due to action o f more internal pressure and the material flowed more 
uniform which resulted w ith extra bulge height. Maximum branch
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Figure 5.28.: Von mises stress distribution over the simulated T branch by 10mm axial
feed and 60 MPa pressure
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Figure 5.29.: Stress distribution over a top centre node o f  the form ed T branch by 10mm
axial Iced and 60 MPa internal pressure
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height was 2.9 mm in this case. Maximum stress was concentrated on the bottom region 
of the branch while over the branch area the stress distributed moderately uniform. 
Figure 5.29 shows stress distribution over the top central node of the hydro formed T 
branch. It is clear that elastic region is more visible in this case and in the plastic region, 
hoop stress is more dominant than other stresses after a certain time even though the 
equivalent stress remains well below the ultimate stress of the material over the 
complete simulation time. On the other hand radial stress and axial stress prevail 
according to the usual conventional way.
5.3.3 Loading condition; 10 mm axial feed and 70 MPa internal pressure
This solution has been performed by 10 mm axial feed and 70 MPa internal pressure and 
all other loading condition and constraints have been kept identical as have done for the 
previous simulation. This solution also solved in 2 second and 18 sub steps, after 12 sub 
steps all results have been ignored due to exceed the ultimate stress as happened in 
previous case. The bulge height has been found in this case 3.7 mm.
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Figure 5.31.: Stress distribution over the simulated T branch by 10mm axial feed and 70
MPa pressure
Figure 5.30 shows the von mises stress distribution over the simulated T branch. 
Maximum stress developed in the bottom region of the bulge and the value is 398 MPa 
apparently. Figure 5.31 describes stresses distribution over the top central node o f the 
hydro formed T branch. Axial stress becomes tensile after a short time and in increases 
up to end of the solution. Radial stress becomes zero and the end of simulation.
5.3.4 10 mm axial feed and 80 MPa internal pressure
The simulation has been carried out for the previous model by changing only the load 
constraints. Axial feed was 10 mm for both side and internal pressure was 80 MPa. The 
solution has been completed by 24 total sub steps. After a time of 0.923 second in 18 sub 
steps the solution has been found in safe region and beyond this time solution other sub 
steps were ignored due to the materials failure. At this stage maximum deformation has 
been occurred 5.55 mm and the maximum bulge height was 3.84 mm. It can be 
concluded from this deformation and maximum bulge height that material flow during 
the simulation was not quite uniform.
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Figure 5.32.: Von-mises stress distribution for the sim ulation carrying out by 10mm
axial feed and 80 MPa pressure
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Figure 5.33.: Stress distribution on a top central node o f  the simulated T  branch by
l()mm axial feed and 80 MPa internal pressure
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Figure 5.32 describes the von m ises stress distribution over the simulated T branch. It is 
clear from the figure that the m axim um  stress has been concentrated on the bottom area 
o f  the formed branch. The m axim um  stress was 506 MPa which is well below the 
ultim ate stress o f  the m aterials. Stresses over the area o f  the branch and tube were 
distributed more uniformly. Figure 5.33 depicts the stresses distribution o f  a top central 
node o f  the formed branch. It is clear that elastic region is very small and in the plastic 
region hoop stress exceeds the equivalent stress a fte r a certain tim e during the 
sim ulation. A certain amount o f  tensile axial stress act on the outer tube during the 
plastic deform ation it is due to the expansion o f  the internal tube. W hile in the internal 
tube axial stress rem ained alm ost constant over the sim ulation time. On the other hand 
com pressive radial stress was almost zero after tim e 0.8 second to the end o f  the 
sim ulation. In the plastic region hoop stress is more dom inant which is good condition 
for the forming products by applying internal pressure.
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Figure 5.34.: Von mises stress distribution over the simulated T  branch by I Omm axial
feed and 100 MPa pressure
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Figure 5.35.: Deformation o f  simulated T branch by 10mm axial displacem ent and 100
MPa pressure
T his solution has been carried out for 100 MPa internal pressure loading condition. 
Solution com pleted by 23 sub steps in 2 second but at 1.037 second a fte rl4  sup  steps 
equivalent stress reaches near the ultim ate stress o f  the m aterials. Figure 5.34 depicts 
von m ises stress distribution over the simulated T branch. Stress over the tube and the 
branch area distributed very uniform ly with a bit concentrated in the bottom region 
w here the stress was the maximum. By the tim e o f  1.037 second during the simulation 
the m axim um  deform ation was 6.158 mm and bulge length w as 4.749 mm. Figure 5.35 
show s the deform ation condition for the solution by this time. Figure 5.36 describes the 
stress developed on a top central node o f  the sim ulated T branch. It can be seen that von 
m ises stress slightly exceeds the ultimate stress. Radial stress becom es nil after a certain 
tim e during the solution and rem ained up to the end o f  the solution.
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Figure 5.36.: Stress distribution over a top centre node o f  the formed T branch by I Omm
axial feed and 100 MPa pressure
5.3.6 10 m m  axial feed and  150 M P a in te rn a l p ressu re
This solution has been run for 10 mm axial feed and 150 MPa internal pressure. The 
solution has been com pleted by 26 sub steps in 2 seconds but at tim e 0.9976 seconds the 
equivalent stress reaches near the ultim ate stress o f  the tube materials. By this tim e the 
solution runs to 13 sub steps. Figure 5.37 show s von mises stress distribution over the 
simulated T branch. The m axim um  stress was located at the bottom region with a value 
o f  506 MPa. Stress over the tube area is m oderately distributed. Figure 5.38 presents the 
deform ation condition for this sim ulation. It is clear that the maximum deform ation was 
5.99 mm and the bulge height w as found to be 5.89 cm which is very near to the total 
deformation. The material flow was relatively uniform. Also it can be noticed from this 
figure the thickening and thinning region o f  the sim ulated T branch.
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Figure 5.37.: Von m ises stress distribution over the simulated T branch by I Omm axial
feed and 150 MPa pressure
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Figure 5.38.: Deform condition o f  the simulated T branch by 10 mm axial feed and 150
MPa internal pressure
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Table 5.1 Summary of Results for X branch Simulations
Simulation
Number
Coefficient 
o f friction 
for contact 
pair-one
Coefficient 
o f friction 
for contact 
pair-two
Axial
Feed
(mm)
Internal
Pressure
(M Pa)
Max. 
Branch 
Height 
( mm)
Max.
Von
Mises
Stress
(M Pa)
1 0.15 0.557 . 10 50 2.68 500
2 0.15 0.557 10 60 2.62 522
3 0.15 0.557 10 70 3.11 500
4 0.15 0.557 10 80 3.69 525
5 0.15 0.557 10 100 3.92 502
6 0.15 0.557 10 150 3.49 484
7 0.15 0.557 20 150 4.80 546
T ab le  5.2 S um m ary  o f R esults fo r T  b ran c h  S im ula tions
Simulation
Number
Coefficient 
o f friction 
for contact 
pair-one
Coefficient 
o f  friction 
for contact 
pair-two
Axial
Feed
(mm)
Internal
Pressure
(MPa)
Max.
Branch
Height
(mm)
Max.
Von
Mises
Stress
(MPa)
1 0.15 0.557 10 50 2.06 529
2 0.15 0.557 10 60 2.90 476
3 0.15 0.557 10 70 3.70 437
4 0.15 0.557 10 80 3.84 506
5 0.15 0.557 10 100 4.74 442
6 0.15 0.557 10 150 5.89 506
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A num ber o f sim ulations have been carried out in this chapter for both X branch and T 
branch model. For both m odels, the material properties and the dimension were kept 
constant. All the sim ulations have been run for different loading condition in order to 
observe the change o f the stress, deformation, etc. A com parison between the sim ulated 
results o f  X and T branch have been made. Table 5.1 presents the results for the 
simulations carried out for X branch model by applying different loading condition. 
Table 5.2 depicts the results sum m ary for the solution carried out by different loading 
condition for T branch model. These simulations have been carried out to observe the 
bursting pressure o f  the tube. A wrinkling failure due to the high axial feed has been 
defined for X branch m odel.
It can be concluded from the sim ulation results o f this chapter that the optimum load 
path is 20 mm axial feed and 150 M Pa internal pressure to from the X branch. In this 
case very low stress was distributed over the form component and the maximum bulge 
height was achieved. This chapter also depicts that the axial feed was kept alm ost 
constant for all sim ulations for both X and T branches. The results describes in table 5 .1 
that bulge height increase w ith increase the internal pressure while the equivalent von 
mises stress developed below  the ultimate stress o f the materials. The same results have 
been found in case o f T branch sim ulation as well. Simulation has also been carried out 
in order to ascertain the bursting pressure o f the tube material. A wrinkle occurrence has 
also been presented by applying a greater amount o f axial displacem ent in compare to 
the internal pressure.
5.4 Summary of the chapter
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CH APTER SIX 
Conclusion and Recommendations
6.1 C onclusion
The following conclusions can be draw n from this research:
1. The feasibility o f  form ing multi layered tubular components by the hydroform ing 
process has been dem onstrated experim entally as well as by finite element simulation.
2. Finite Element sim ulation results provided good prediction for the deform ation o f the 
m ultilayered tube in particular products, such as X and T branches.
3. The experimental and analytical results were in quite good agreement in term o f  
deform ation pattern under different loading conditions.
4. For certain com binations wrinkling will develop or bursting will occur. However, 
components can be formed successfully for a range o f  pressure and axial load 
combination.
5. The loading patterns were defined for the sim ulations o f  this research work were 
sim ilar patterns used in ref. [45]. Simulations have been done for X and T- branches and 
experimental verification was carried out only for X-branch bi-layered tube. In the 
simulation results maximum  developed von mises stress and the branch height for 
different loading conditions have been presented
6.2 Recommendations
From the knowledge acquired through this research w ork presented in the previous 
sections, the following m ay be suggested:
1. To build models for different m aterials and thickness and carry out experimental work.
2. Optimisation o f  the load path for m ulti-layered tube hydro form ing is one o f the 
important factors in order to form a successful component. This should be investigated 
further in a systematic way.
3. In the analysis, it was assumed that the die is rigid in nature; it was observed that there 
is some elastic deform ation o f the die during the process, which affects the form ing 
process. Thus the die should be sim ulated and the stress developm ent and elastic 
deformation analysed.
4. It has been observed in the sim ulation that the m axim um  von M ises stress developed in 
the simulated tube is beyond the prescribed ultimate stress o f the material at the end o f  
the solution. The exact computational stage at which the ultim ate stress is reached was 
determined by manual intervention. A program  should be written to stop the solution as 
soon as the von M ises stress reaches the ultim ate stress o f  the m aterial
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